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GTS - A STEP INTO INDUSTRY
Ian Chitty and Matthew Wilson presented “A Step Into Industry” at the Careers
Th
Conference at Cardiff University Catalysis Institute on 8 June.
In attendance were PhD and Postdoc students from Cardiff, Bristol, Bath and
Exeter Universities. Other speakers on the day included Dr John Bower, University
of Bristol and Professor Andrew Beale, University College London.

NEW HIGH TEMPERATURE INSULATION TAPE FOR EV BUSBARS
Under its Powerline brand GTS is adding a range of materials that have the
capability to withstand higher Maximum Operating Temperatures (MOT).
Electrical and electronics components in Electric Vehicles are packaged together more densely making it difficult for
efficient heat dissipation. Close placement of power modules to the electrical engine also exposes the laminated busbars
to direct heat.
The new insulation tapes of our GTS3480HT series are made with a high temperature UL approved polyester film and a
modified epoxy adhesive which are designed for an MOT of 130°C and have very good humidity resistance. Several
material constructions are available.

GTS U.S. MOVES INTO NEW OFFICE
After more than 20 years at Brownlee Blvd. it was time to look for a new location
for our U.S. sales office. Not far away and still in Warwick we were lucky to find an
office in a modern condominium building which offers almost the exact space but
with a better lay-out. Accessibility is also more convenient due to close proximity to
highway 95.
Ron is looking forward to welcoming visitors at 469 Centerville Rd, Suite 106
in Warwick, RI 02866.

ACHIEVEMENTS
Congratulations to GTS’s two maintenance apprentices, both of whom, have achieved significant milestones in the last
few weeks.
David Williams, in the fourth year of his apprenticeship with GTS, has completed his HNC in Electrical and Electronic
Engineering, passing with merit and a distinction in the Electronics 1 module. Shortly, David will complete the final stages
of his apprenticeship and become a permanent member of the GTS maintenance team.
In addition, Jordan Young has successfully completed the first two years of his apprenticeship. Jordan obtained a City
and Guilds Level 3 merit in Mechanical Engineering and will now be moving on to the next stage of his apprenticeship
with the Company.

QUICK NEWS
GTS will exhibit at Productronica November 14-17, 2017, booth B3 439
Our TS16949 surveillance audit was completed without any non-conformance items
Job Postings are now also published on our website. See “Career” for exciting employment offers.
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